School of Computer Engineering & Technology
Hands-on session on “Real time Data Analytics using HBase and Hive”

Activity: Hands-on session on “Real time Data Analytics using HBase and
Hive”
Date: 11th September 2020, Friday
Organized for: T.Y. B.Tech students of Professional Elective 1 (Big Data
Analytics) of trimester T9
Attended by: More than 65 students.
Organized by: Prof. Suja Panicker, Prof. Pranali Kosamkar.
Report prepared by: Nancy Vachhani and Madhura Patil

About the Guest Speaker:

Mr. Yogesh Murumkar is Director at BharatSoft Solutions, Pune and also a
Corporate Trainer. He is a Computer Engineer and has completed his Graduation
and Post-Graduation from Pune University. He has worked for Capgemini India
Pvt Ltd for 4 years and worked for clients like Barclays and S-Pankki bank. He is a
Data Science and Big Data Analytics enthusiast with more than 10 years of
experience including IT experience and teaching/training experience and is a
Corporate Trainer for Machine Learning, Blockchain, Data Science and Big Data
Analytics Trainer. He has successfully trained more than 300 participants for
Global Certification in Data Science and Big Data Analytics by DELL EMC. He is
also a Microsoft Certified Python Developer.

Agenda:


Setting up virtual machine for Hands on session (revision)



Setting Hive and HBase terminal to perform multiple operations.



Introduction to HBase and Hive.



Basic understanding of how to perform data analytics.



Analysis with help of Hadoop



Basic description of application of Hadoop i.e. Map reduce



Introduction to Integrate HBase, Hadoop and Hive.



Working on multiple problem statements (creating, inserting, altering,
deleting etc) using HBase and HiveQL.



Introduction to various types of Hive Tables mainly managed table and
external table.



Practice and implementation of commands to solve various problem
statements.

About the session:
The session started with a warm welcome to the Guest by student
representative – Devesh Bhogre, proceeded by Mr.Yogesh Murumkar briefing
about the objective and implementation during the workshop. The session
continued with a brief revision of setup of virtual machine, introduction of
various basic problem statements which were to be implemented during the
session.
To make the hands-on session easy to grasp Sir explained all commands
comparing them with SQL commands. He executed Hadoop in the terminal, also
explained commands to display the directories, version as well as how to start
every node in the system. He also explained some basic Unix commands to ease
the level of understanding. To implement the problem statements he briefed how
to start the Hive terminal and introduced some basic hive commands to show
databases, create database, access the created database and much more, every
command was practically implemented in the session making the outputs of each
clear and easy to understand. He also explained types of databases and remarked
how HBase is a columnar database. The session continued with the setup of
HBase terminal proceeding with multiple commands such as creating, dropping
and altering table.

Sir explained how to fetch data from text file into the table by
implementing it through load command in the terminal, and briefed about
difference between types of Hive tables such as managed table and external table.
He also gave a small introduction to map reduce concept and how it is a Hadoop
application. He concluded the implementation with the commands to connect
HBase and Hive together as well as gave an explanation on indexing and joining
multiple tables.
The session ended with an interaction where students shared the difficulties and
the doubts that occurred during the session. An apt thanksgiving was presented by
student representative Sayali Parulekar who also summarized the take-aways and
thanked Yogesh Murumkar Sir for a lively and interactive session.
The workshop was much informative and interactive as hands-on session
made the students get the brief of how to use technologies like Hadoop, HBase
and Hive which are very useful for students to tackle their mini projects and also
help with upcoming analytics projects. There was a practical implementation right
from basics, every small detail was covered and cleared in case students faced
any issue. Overall it was a great hands on session which was explanatory and
helpful.
The workshop gave detailed explanation of the mentioned technologies as
well as was helpful to solve multiple problem statements without any difficulty.
As it was a practical implementation it helped students to solve problems and
proceed with data analytics projects based on Hadoop architecture. Students
conveyed their interest in attending more such workshops like this in the
upcoming trimester.

